
In the two recent financial market 
meltdowns (2000 and 2008-9), 
many Americans who had their life 

savings invested in retirement plans had 
no guaranteed options. For those whose 
retirement assets were invested in Wall 
Street securities, it was like being trapped 
inside a falling elevator. Billions of dollars 
and decades of savings disappeared 
overnight. Many moved their funds to cash 
and bank CDs only to experience more 
disappointment as fixed rates continued to 
produce poor returns.

Once again, Wall Street is trying to regain 
an image of integrity in an effort to 
convince consumers that investing in its 
mutual funds and other high fee portfolios 
is still the right way to invest. But ask 
yourself, “Invest for what?” When I ask 
people what their #1 goal should be for 
their retirement savings, nearly everyone 
responds, “To get the best rate of return 
possible.” That answer tells me few people 
really understand the ultimate goal of 
investing for retirement.

It has been my experience that Wall Street 
has caused retirement savers to lose focus 
on the real goal of retirement savings—a 
goal that cannot be overstated: Dependable 
income for life! Look at your own account 
statements and reflect on those words. Think 

for a moment-- how will your retirement 
investment portfolio accomplish this goal? 
There’s a good chance there are no provisions 
whatsoever for dependable and secure 
lifetime income. In fact, if you are one of the 
millions of Americans investing in the Wall 
Street system of retirement, there is a high 
probability you will never achieve the goal of 
attaining a reliable stream of lifetime income.

Once You’re Retired— It’s All 
About Income

Without a reliable stream of adequate 
income, how can you enjoy your lifestyle 
without worry and anxiety? Yet, as crazy as 
it may sound, millions of retired Americans 
have no idea how to accomplish that goal. 
Is this any wonder? Billions of dollars have 
been spent to focus our attention to invest 
in the stuff that profits Wall Street—from 
the CEO to the broker. Clearly, it is not 
about the goal of creating dependable and 
secure income for life.

More and more retirees are discovering 
that the strategies they used to preserve 
and grow their retirement savings no 
longer work once they begin drawing 
income—especially during volatile or bear 
markets. The good news is recent academic 
evidence from major universities and 
business schools proves what does work for 
positioning retirement funds to efficiently 
create a reliable and steady income stream.

If you are retired or nearing retirement and 
your goal is lifetime income, I recommend 

you attend one of my upcoming dinner 
presentations titled, “Reliable Retirement 
Income for Today’s Volatile Economy” 
(see this publication for details).

Jeffrey D. Bliss, CEP, RFC is a Certified 
Estate Planner, a local investment advisor 
representative and a Florida licensed 
insurance professional. For the past three 
decades Jeff has been helping people safely 
achieve their retirement income goals. 
If you are seeking solutions for creating 
more retirement income, call Jeff at (954) 
236-4800 or email him at jbliss@wealthwt.
com. Investment Advisory Services offered 
through Global Financial Private Capital, 
LLC, an SEC Registered Investment Advisor. 
Insurance and Annuity product guarantees 
are subject to the claims-paying ability of the 
issuing company, and are not offered through 
Global Financial Private Capital.
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